
 

 

Asahi India Glass Ltd. (AIS) to showcase its range of uPVC doors and windows and glass solutions for 
interiors at ET Acetech, New Delhi 

New Delhi, 15th December, 2015: Asahi India Glass Limited (AIS), India’s leading integrated glass 
company, will participate in ET Acetech from 17th to 20th December, 2015, at Pragati Maidan, New Delhi. 
AIS will present a range of innovative glass offerings that will transform the way people see and use 
glass. 

The consumers of urban India today are a whole lot different from those over a decade ago. Smart, well 
informed, and with a new-age outlook, they demand a contemporary lifestyle that’s in tune with global 
tastes and trends – one that their predecessors only dreamt of. The desire for a well-designed home, 
office or commercial space is a reflection of this transformation. Mindful of the new lifestyle trends 
emerging in India, AIS diversified from the automotive and architectural segments into the consumer 
glass segment, to enable consumers to experience the varied solutions glass offers.  
 
With uPVC doors and windows, AIS VUE offers cutting-edge solutions like noise-cancelling, energy-
saving, and many more. To support these offerings, it also provides expert before and after sale services, 
to keep that magic alive. The best of raw materials and technical expertise goes into making high-
performance, high quality uPVC door and window solutions that are aesthetic and contemporary.  

Glasxperts – a specialist that brings forth the complete AIS’ portfolio, so that you can bring your 
imagination to life. Their wide portfolio includes glass products that deliver – aesthetic and decorative, 
energy-efficient, strength and safety, privacy and acoustic solutions. 

On participation in the ET Acetech Mr. Vikram Khanna, CMO, COO – Consumer Glass, COO – 
Architectural Institutional Business, and CIO said “The Economic Times Acetech is a leading trade fair in 
Asia for architecture, construction, building materials, interiors and design. Participation in this will help 
us exhibit the myriad solutions in glass and uPVC doors and windows offered by AIS. 
 

 

 

 

 



About Asahi India Glass Limited (AIS): 

Asahi India Glass Ltd. (AIS) is India's leading integrated glass solutions company and a dominant player both in the 
car and building glass segment. It commands over 70% share in the Indian passenger car glass market. Established 
in 1986, AIS' footprint today spans the entire spectrum of the automotive and architectural glass value chains. It is 
a sand-to-solutions organization with products & services for institutional buyers as well as retail customers. 

www.aisglass.com 

About AIS VUE: 

The perfect mix of style and safety, the right balance between elegance and efficiency, the ultimate combination of 
form and function, AIS VUE gives customers the best of all worlds in one comprehensive offering. Designed to 
meet every contemporary lifestyle need, AIS VUE uPVC door & window profiles feature state-of-the-art 
manufacturing technology and international quality standards. 

www.aisvue.com 

About Glasxperts: 

A full service offering from Asahi India Glass Limited (AIS), Glasxperts brings together an integrated approach and 
specialized knowledge in glass and allied products & services. It meets your need for modern, eco-sensitive 
aesthetics with a full spectrum of world-class, high quality, branded glass products, fittings and systems with 
assured safety and hassle-free services. It provides complete Glass, Window and Door solutions for aesthetic, 
safety & security, energy efficiency, acoustic and privacy needs. 

www.glasxperts.com 
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